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Abstract: A topological index is a single value that can be calculated from a glaph which represents
the molecule in Chernistry and it is compr"rted by applying a specific algorithm using information
obtained from the graph. Meanwhile, non-commuting graph is the graph of vertex set whose veltices are
non-central elements and two distinct vertices ale joined by an edge if and only if they do not commute.
ln this paper, the topological indices including Wiener index, first Zagreb index and second Zagreb index
of the non-commuting graph for quasidihedral group are determined.
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Introduction

Graph theory has very wide applications in various field such as engineering, computer sciences, physical

and biological sciences, and numerous other areas to solve real world problems. A graph can be used to
represent almost any physical situations where it consists a set of vertices or points and edges or lines.

For example, the points might be the destinations with the lines of tlavel path folm one destination to
rhe othels [1].

In addition, the topological indices have become increasingly importaut in the prediction of phys-

ical properties in chemistry and biology as it is free of cost rvithout involving auy laboratory rvork.

The topological indices are numelical values that can be obtained fi'om the graph q'here it is rrsed

in chemistry to analyzed the chemical properties of the molecular structure such as in predicting the
boiling point of the inorganic molecules. The molecular structure can be represented as a graph '*'here

the atoms represent the set of vertices while the bond between them are the edges.

Various topological indices have beeu studied by many researchers but this paper only focuses on

the Wiener index, first Zagreb index and second Zagreb index of the non-comrnuting graph of quasidi-

hedral groups.

The presentation of the quasidihedlal groups, QD2" is given in the follou'ing:

QD2^ :1 a,blez"-t : b2 : l, bttb-r : e2"-' - 1 >. n ) 4.

This paper consists of three sections. The lirst section is the introduction section, followed by the

second section, namely the preliminaries rvhere some basic concepts, definitions and previous results on

group theory and glaph theory are stated. In the third section, the main results which are the new

theoretical results on the generalisation of Wiener index and Zagreb index of the non-commuting graph

of quasidihedral groups are presented.
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2 Preliminanes

In this section, some basic concepts, definitions and previous results in group theory and graph theory

that will be used in the main theorems are stated.

Definition 2,L (2). (Centralizer) The centralizer of r in G, is a subset of the elements in G that

commute with r, written as Cc (r) : g e G I gt - rg .

Deffnition 2.2 (3). (Non-commuting Graph) Let G be a finite group. The non-commuting graph of

G, denoted by f c, is the graph of vertex set G - Z (G) and two distinct vertices r and g are joined by

an edge whenever rA + Ar.

The main objective of this study is to determine some topological indices of the non-commuting graph

of the quasidihedral groups. The topological indices are defined in the following.

Definition 2,3 (4). (Wiener Index) Letu.i and'u3 be two distinct vertices where il j and f be the

connected graph with n vertices. The Wiener index of a graph is defined as the sum of the half of the

distances between evely pail of vertices of l, written as,

w(r):+iia1,o,,;,
x=L J=t

where d(u6,u1) is the shortest distance of tra and ui.

Definition 2,4 (5), (The First Zagreb Index) Let f be a connected graph. Then, the first Zagteb

index is the sum.of squares of the degrees of the vertices of l, written as'

Mr(r) : I deg(z)2,
u€V(f )

where.deg(u) is the number of edges connected to vertex z.

Definition 2.5 (5). (The Second Zagreb Index) Let f be a connected graph. Then, the second

Zagreb index is the sum of the product of the degrees of pairs of adjacent vertices of l, written as,

M2 (T) : deg (z) deg(u),
u,

where 'u,u are the vertices on the edge connected them.

Now, some works related to group theory, graph theoly and the topological indices of the non-commuting

graph of finite groups are stated. The following propositions are some concepts that will be used in the

later sections,

Proposition 2,L (2). Let G be a quasidihedral group, QD2 of order 2n and Z(G) be the center of G.

Then, Z (G): {I, az"-'r.

Proposition2.2 (6), LetG be afi,nite group andl6 bethenon-commuti,ng graph of G. Then,

2lE (fc)l : lcl'- k (G) ,

t
ue E(r)
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u,here k(G) ,is the nu,mber of conjugacy classes of G.

)iext, the following propositions are the previous results of some t5,pes of topological indices of the non-
commnting graph of a finite gr.oup.

Proposition 2.S (7). Let G be a quasid,ihed.ral group, QDz^ o.f ord,er 2n where n ) 4, n e Z+. Th,en,
tlte conjugacy class graph of G i,s t"/ : I{2^-,41 where ,it is a con-qtlete graph w,ith 2n-2 * I uerti,ces.

Proposition 2.4 (S). Let G be a fi'nite group atttlT'6 be the non-comrnutzng graph. Then, the W,iener
ittdet of 16 is,

rv (fG) : ] trt"t - lz (c)l) flcl - 2lz (G)l - 2) +lcl (k (c) _ lz (G) l)1 ,

where k(G) denotes the number of conjugacg classes of G and,lZ (G)l i,s the nuntber of centers of G.

Proposition2.S(9). LetGbeafi'ni'tegroupand,l6bethenon-corrlrnuti,nggraph. Then,thefirstZagreb
inder of ls,is,

r/ /r \ rnt2 ttnt1t41U'G) : lcl" (|Gl + lz (c)l _ 2k(G)) _ lcc (")1',I
r€G- Z(G)

where k(G) ,is the mtmber of conjugacy classes and, Cs (r)

Proposition 2.6 (10). Let G be a fini.te group and,16 be

Zagreb'indea of 16 is,

is the centralizer of r.

the non-cornmuting graph. Then, tlte second

I/r2(tc): -lcr lB(rc)l +lclA,tl (fc) + \-
lJ

t'c Ell
lcc (")llcc (a)1.

3 Results and discussion

in this sectiou, the Wiener index, the first Zagreb index, and the second Zagreb ildex of the non-
commuting graph of quasidihedral groups are determined. Lemma 1 shou,s the numbel of conjugacy
classes of qr-rasidihedral groups while Lemrna 2 and Lemma 3 show the sumnr.ation of ce'tralizer.s of
elernents in G- Z(G) that q'ill be usecl i. the main theorems.

Lemma 3'L' Let G be a quaszdzhedral group, QD2,, and k(G) be the nu,mber of conjugacy classes of G.
Then,

k (G) : 2n-2 + 3,

uhere n ) 4.

Proof By Proposition 3' we knou' that the uumber of non-central conjugacy classes of the quasidihedral
gror'rp is 2tt-2 11. So that, the total number of conjugacy classes,,t(G) is 2n-2 l-r +lz (G) l. Hence, by
Proposition 1, we now have & (G) : 2"-2 + B. E

Lemma 3.2. LetG beaquaszdzhedralgroup,eD2,:1 a,bls2""t :b2:r, bab-t:a2n-' -1> of
order 2n where n ) 4 and Cc@) ,is the centrali,zer of an element r € G. Then,

\-/, lCc(")l' - 23n-3 - 22n--1' -t 2n+s

c)T,

(G)
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Proof By Definition I, Cs(r) is the set of all elements in G that commute with element z in G. We

know that aiai - arai whele i I j and'i,,i: 0,I,...,2n-7 -1. There will be 2,-1 elements which
havelC6(t) | :4sinceoiandbJdoesnotcommutewhelei,i:0,I,...,2n*r-l.Then,therewillbe
2tt'-r - lZ (G)l - 2n-r - 2 elements which have lC6 (r)l : 2'-1 since all at commute each other. where

i-- 0,!,...,2'"-L - 1 and lZ(G)l:2 which can see in Proposition 1. Then,

I lcc@)l' : 4' (2,,-') + (2"-12 e"-, - z)
t:€G- Z(G)

_ o3n-3 q2n-l 1 qn!3

T

LemmaS.S.LetGbeaquasi,d,thed,ralgroup,QD2.:1 a,blo2*-':b2:1,bab-r:a2n-'-l>of
order2n wheren) 4 and,Cc@)'is the centrali,zer of an elernentr e G. Then,

I
G-Z

lcc @)llcc (a)l:2^ (22"-L - 8) .

Proof By Definition 2, the non-commuting graph is the graph of vertex set G - Z (G) and two distinct
vertices r and g are joined by an edge if they do not commute. So that, the non-commuting graph

of quasidihedlal group consists an edge if and only if (rtV I tsai where i : {0, 1,2, ..., 2"-1} and
j : 0,1 . By Definition 1, C6(r) is the set of all elements in G that commute with element n in G.

There will be (2"-t1(2"-r - 2) edges that connect two vertices r and y which have lC6 (r)l: Z"-r
and lC6 (r)l : 4 while the another lE(rc)l - (2"-t1(2"-t - 2) edges connect two distinct vertices z
and gt which have lC6 (r)l : 4 and lC6 (S,)l :4. then, after simplified,

t lcc (")llcc (il::2' (2'"-t - 8) .

c€G- Z(G)

t
The following theorems are the new theoretical results of some topological indices of the non-commuting
graph of the quasidihedral groups.

Theorem 3.L. Let G be a quasi,di,hedral group, QDr^ of order 2n where n ) 4, 16 'is the non-com,muting

graph o.f G and ly(fc) is the Wi,enerinder of the non-commuting graph of G. Then,

W (td _ 22,.-7 * 22n-3 _ Z (2"-1) + O.

Proof F\'om Proposition 4,

w (rc): * l(tcl - lz (G) l) (cl - 2lz (c)l - 2) + lcl (k (c) - lz (G)l)1

By Lemma 1, k (G) * 2n-2 * 3, by Proposition 1, we can see that lZ (G)l: 2 and by Proposition 2, the

(G)
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number of edges of the non-commuting graph, lf (fc)l lcl2-uJc)lcl. Then,

w (rc): ] ttt"t - lz (G) l) (lcl - 2lz (G)l - 2) + lcl (,b (G) - lz (G)l)l

1_: ilQ - 2) (2" - 2 (2) - 2) + 2n (2n-z + 3 - 2)]

1_^: 
;122" - T (2") + 12 + 2zn-zl

_ 22n_r 1 22n_s _ Z (2"_r) + O,

where n) 4, I

Theorem 3.2. LetG be a quasidih,edral group, QD2" of order2" wheren ) 4, l5r 'is the non-commuting

graph of G and Mltc) is the f,rst Zagreb i,nder of the non-cornrnuting graph of G. Then,

&/1 (rc) :2" ls (zz"-s1- o (2"-1) + a] .

Proof Flom Proposition 5,

By Lemma 1, k (G) - 2n-2 * 3, by Proposition 1, we can see that lZ (G)l: 2 and by Proposition 2, the

number of edges of the non-commuting graph, lf (fc)l lqf-$ffl. From Lemma 2,

t lCc(t)|2 - 23n-3 - 22n-7 + 2n+3 '

rec- z(G)

Then,

Yr(rc) : lcl' (lcl + lz (G)l - zk(G)) - I lcc @)l'
n€G-z(G)

:22" (2" +2-2(z^-2 +a)) + (zrt"-r) (2n-r -z) + +, (2"-,))

: )3n _ 23n-7 _ 4 (2r") I 23n-3 _ 22n-r + 42 (2"-t)
:2^ ls (zz"-s1 - o (2"-1) + a] ,

whet'e n) 4. I

Theorem 3.3, Let G be a quasidi,hedral group, QD2" of order 2n where n ) 4, f6 'is the non-commut'ing

graph of G and Mz(lc) 'is the second Zagreb i,nder of the non-cornmuti,ng graph of G. Then,

Mz (lc) : 2n l23n-2 - 5 (zz"-t1+ 8 (2") - 8] .

Mr (fc) : lGr 0cl + lz (G)l - 2k(G)) - t lcc @)l' ,

r€G-z(G)
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Proof R'onlPloposition 6,

Mz (rd : _lcf lE (rc)l + lcl Mt (fc) + I lcc (r)llcc @)1.
c,g€E(lc)

By Lernma 1, k (G) - 2n-2 * 3, by Proposition 1, we can see that lZ (G)l: 2 and by pr.oposition 2, the
nurnber of eclges of the non-comrnuting graph, lI] (fc)l Pf -k-(G)lcl. From Lernma 3,

I
G-Z

lCc (")l lcc (a)l:2n (2zn-r - 8)

Then,

M2(t6): -

+2* (22"-r -8)

--'n 
n" - f,rt"+ s (22") - I (2")

- 2n l2en-z - b (zz"-t1 + 8 (2") - s] ,

(G)

+ t lc6 @)llc6 (

o,g€E(lc)

+ 2'" 
lZ2'" - f,r" * t]

)(fc)l+ lclM(rc

n - (2n-z + 3) (2")

lE

l*t-
t-

lGt'

22n

a)l

where n ) 4.

4 Conclusion

In this paper'' the generalisation of the Wiener index, the first Zagreb index and the second Zagreb index
of the non-€emmuting graph for quasidihedral groups are determined, The lesults obtained can help the
related industry especially chemists to analyze the chemical properties of the molecular structure.
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